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Library,convenient site for ID validations
by. Sandra Pedicini
•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Convenience came last week to UCF evening students who still needed to validate their IDs.
Evening/Weekend Student Services held validation
from 5-9 p.m. last week in front of the library, a new
location.
·
This was done in order to give the evening students

"

•

greater convenience, said Jameer Abass, coordinator of bookstore, the CEBA II information booth, the Student Affairs suite, (Room 282 of the Administration
information and Evening/Weekend Student Services.
Because students visit the library often, it is a Building) and Business Services (Room 362 of Administration).
·
convenient place to get their IDs validated.
ID validations are required for checking out library
Validations will be held in front of the library earlier
materials and getting into student activities.
in future semesters, Abass said.
Now, students who attend classes in the evening
''The response we got was obviously positive and
at UCF can validate· their IDs only at the Student
excellent/' Abass said. ·
Du~g the day, validation can be done at . the Affairs office and the CEBA II lobby, Abass said.

SG won't buy ,cartridge
for Engineering Society
associated with the fair. ·
Sen. Mike Johnson, who wrote the
bill (23-29), said the printer FES used
The student senate Thursday vot- is College of Engineering property
ed against purchasing a new laser and is assigned to an engineering
printer toner cartridge to replace one graduate student. ·
used up while printing materials for
He said !he printing costs for the
the Engineering Fair.
fair exceeded what the first bill alloThe senate voted down ·a bill, 18- cated because the fair was promoted
17 with 3.abstentions, allocating $99 internationally.
· · to the Florida Engineering Society to
Johnson said through the college
p!J.rchase a new cartridge to replace and several professional printers,
one the society used up.
more than 15,000 items were printed .
Because the enacting clause in the About 1,500 items were printed on
original bill spelled out specifically the totter cartridge in question.
how that money could be spent, none
"Dean [Gary] Whitehouse has yet
of it could be used to pay for the to find out about the cartridge,"
toner cartridge.
Johnson said.
FES recently returned $530 of
He also said FES has not looked
$1,055 that the senate originally allocated to it to pay for some costs
see SENATE page 5
by Tom Kopacz
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Senator who has leS? than a2.0 GPA steps aside
Student Sen. David Groover has
removed himself from senatorial duties until his appeal ofUCFs 2.0 GPA
activity requirement is heard.
UCF and Student Government
. require all students in leadership
positions to have both UCF and
overall GPAs above 2.0.
Groover's UCF GPA slipped below that mark.
Groover told the senate Feb.' 21
that he is in the process of appealing
to the Eligibility Appeals committee.
''Until my appeal goes through, I
am going to step aside from my duties
as Elections and Appointments chair

and as a senator," he said.
He said because of miscommunication between himself and the division of Student Affairs, his appeal
has not been filed yet.
Groover said he was under the
impression that Student Affairs had
to take ca:re of the necessary paperwork, when actually .he does.
In the meantime, committee Vice
Chair Leigh Ann Mcilwain has been
named interim chair.
Committee members have elected _
Sen. Bobby Luthra acting vice chai:r:.

-Tom Kopacz

Chanes Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA rUTURE

HAPPY NEW YEAR
The International Student Association sponsored the Lion Dance to celebrate the
Chinese New Year. The "Happy Man" led the lion around the reflecting pond.

U.CF still uses radar, despite
reports it may cause cancer
by Mary Watkins ·
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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AlTENTION, CLASS
• Denise Voight, a rape counselor from Response, speaks to an audience in the Wild
Pizza about rape awareness. She spoke after the showing of The Accused."

Recent concerns about radar guns
causing cancer to police officers do not
worry UCF police.
Lt. Tommie Nelson, UCFs Patrol Division commander, said UCF police will
eliminate radars in police cars when health
officials prove radars are health hazards.
According to the Feb. 21 issue of The
Orlando Sentinel, Qustom Signals
manufactures the radars that have been
thought to cause cancer.
The radars UCF Police use are produced by MPH Industries, in Kansas,
according to Lt. Tom Blanton.
But Blanton said UCF has used ra-

dars from other companies.
"I don't think we have used Custom
Signals, the [company] name does not
ring a bell," Blanton said. .
Blanton said the cancer concerns do
not affect him.
''I am not a medical person," he said
However, Nelson said UCF police
have not used radar since July.
''Theft is our biggest problem and we
are focusing on it," Nelson.
Assault, battery and grand theft have
doubled in the past year, according to
UCFs 1990 annual crime report.
"However, we have not given up on
traffic control and never will," Nelson said.
He said officers will clock speeders
with calibrated speedometers.
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WUCF Playing 'the hottest hits Liii and MUCH MORE!
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Thursday. Marth 7th:
• .Student Government Senate Meeting ··
on the Green at 4 p.m.
.

~
•

Wednesday._ March 6th:
""~»l
• Meet Your S. G. Representative
·
~_,
.
on the Green 11 a.m. - 2 P.m.
•
• Candleli!!ht Ui!!il ·at 6 P.m. bv the Reflectin!! Pond
• PARTY at the Wild Pizza 7 .P.m. - 11 P.m.
. f)o4"1 · lncludin!l: . . 9ue 7<UJd ·
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For more information call Student Government at 823-2191 or stop by SC 155.
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Live Music Co-sponsored bv CAB
Featurini?: ·
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Performini? soni?s bv:
• Jimmy Buffet
• James Tavlor
• Cat Stevens
• Harry ChaPin
PLUSi·.oril!inal son!!s
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Travel Concepts presents a weekend away for ·two (2)
at the Cocoa Bea~h Hilton.

•

Researcher:· Technology spreads to other colleges
al groups have helped strengthen ecological conservationist arguments to convince the Brazilian government in preserving the tropical rain forests of that
Although UCF is one of the youngest state univer- area.
sities in Florida, Vice President for Research Michael
Closer to home, Dr. Christian.Cla~sen, professor of
Bass said UCF is growing fast.
' chemistry,. is researching methods of reducing the
Bass addressed the "Research in the University" toxicity of metals burned in garbage incinerators.
during a Brown Bag Lecture Series lunch Feb. 28.
Projects UCF researchers have been involved with
More than 50 UCF staff and students filled the have resulted in solar-powered technology, from water
President's Dining Room·for this segment of the con- desalination processes to self-illuminated road signs~
tinuing series, which began in the fall.
"Dollars spent now will help the future ofUCF and
Bass spoke on the role of research and its impact our world," Bass said.
_
on UCF and the conimuriity. ·
In his annual message, Bass wrote, ''While there
Bass spent much of his time showing work under may be some tightening of budgets for the support of
way by different disciplines. Through the use of slides research in the near futur,e, UCF is well-positioned to
and other visual displays, he emphasized how findings sustain its funding and expand its programs into areas
from one department can cross over into others.
·critical to Florida's and the nation's future."
Dr. Denise Caldwell of the Physics Department is
According to Bass, research and the· classroom are
working under a National Science.Foundation grant inseparable. He said much of the lecture information
to examine the photoionization and spectroscopy of is being derived from recent research results.
atoms and molecules.
With its involvement in research, Bass said that
In his annual report, Bass wrote, "Research funded UCF is able to attract experts to its staff as well as
by this NSF grant examines how electrons bind with superior students.
nuclei to create atoms and molecules."
''The most attractive item to a 'high-class' underIn this way; Bass points out that Caldwell's findings graduate is the opportunity to do research."
may aid those· involved in the study of biology and.
During his talk, he tried to give a sense of what is
chemistry.
done by his department in the area of research grant
In' some cases, techn.ology developed in one college development. This includes collating the availability
of research monies to UCF faculty and staff, and
can end up being used in another.
Dr. Shiou-San Kuo of the College of Civil and En- aiding in the preparation of applications.
He showed how, during the 1989-90 fiscal year,
vironmental Engiileering needed a means of examining structural stress on bridges and roadways. He UCF's research allocations represented one-fourth of
UCF's expenditures. With external resources totaling
used a hand-held, surface-penetrating radar uriit.
The J11lit was later adapted by the Florida Sink- more than $28 million, UCF has the fourth largest
hole _R esearch Institute, said Dr. Barry Beck, director research budget in the state. These sources include
· of that group.
.
federal contracts and private institutions donations.
Once funds from state-provided enhancements are
Beck was present at the luncheon when he recognized that same equipment being used in archaeolog- ·added, that figure approaches $40 million.
In addition, support of UCF research provided by
ical digs in Belize by Dr. Diane Z. Chase ·of the College
Florida's High Technology Industry Council made up
of Sociology and Anthropology.
Because the environment has become a major issue ~ 30 percent of its annual budget. Bass said this willfor people worldwide, Bass related how many re- . ingness on the part of private quarters to donate
searchers from UCF can influence future decisions, money demonstrates the seriousness of UCF in its
directly and indirectly . .. _
endeavors to grow in scope and stature.
Bass said the importance of the Institute for SimuThe study of atomic interaction, Dr. Haripada Sa- ha's work, is revealing potential causes of the green- lation and Training, one of the first labs developed at
house effect.
UCF, was exemplified by the recent allied victory in
Dr. Allyn Stearman of the College of Sociology and Kuwait. He said the outcome was -strongly dependent
Anthropology is examining some of the hunter-gath- upon prior simulator training.
erer peoples in Brazil.
·
Bass also pointed out certain aspects ·of ISTs reHer studies of modem encroachment on these trib- · search. Most notable are pr~grams allowing trainees
by Bill Cushing
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• FREE MASSAGES
Students, faculty and staff
will experience many new ways
to achieve natural highs o.n
their spring break at the Wellness Expo '91.
The Expo is from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. Wednesday on the
Green. Events include: a live
band, free massages, muffins
and mini-CHAMP tests. Project
REACH will hand out safe sex
kits, and doctors and nurses
will be available to answer
health questions.
Special appearances include
Body Building Posers from
Gold's Gym and from Condom
Man. Call the Wellness Center
at ext. 5841 for more information.

..

•

ald Schiflhorst and Dr.
Katherine Keller of the English
Department, and Cheryl Mahan and Delyn Bradford of the
Reference Department. ·
•''March is Women's History Month," by Phyllis Hudson
of the Reference Department.
• ·Helping People through
Social Work, by Dr. Kenneth
Kazmerski, chair of the Department of Social Work.

• QUOTES MEETING
"Quotes," the U CF advertising/public relations club, will
hold its third program meeting
at 4 p.m. Tuesday in PH 114.
Tim Fisher of Carmichael
Lynch Advertising and Fran
Mathews of Cramer Krasselt
will be there to discuss the cre·ative and business concerns of
• LIBRARY DISPLAYS
The following items will be advertising agencies. All are
on display in the UCF Library welcome to attend.
during March:
• The paintings of the Bry- • ZTA EXPANSION
The Zeta Tau Alpha house,
. apt West Indies Collection, by
the Special Collections. Mr. · in UCF's Greek Park, celebratWilliam J. Bryant developed ed a ground-breaking .Saturday.
the collection, which includes The zrA House was the first
books, serials, artifacts and Greek house on campus and is
paintings from the Caribbean ~ now the first to expand.
With a budget of $400,000,
area. More than 20 Haitian and
Jamaican paintings are includ- Zeta has plans for a new wing,
a comm.e rcial kitchen and a
ed in this exhibit.
• "Sexual Assault on Cam- large meeting room. When
pus," by Meg Scharf and Phyl- completed, the house will aclis Ruscella of the Reference commodate 40 girls. The exDepartment and Maureen pansion is scheduled for comSchaefer of the Student Health pletion in August.
For more information, call
Center.
' • "Literature and Politics in Sharon Lopez, ZTA house asthe 17th Century," by Dr. Jer- sociation president, at 658-

9098. -

Char1es M~rrow/CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

Michael Bass, vice president for Research, speaks to
the audience at the Brown Bag Lecture .
to compete against each other rather than the program, and the creation of computer simulated ·environments, a program labeled Virtual Reality.
While these programs are being used primarily by
defense departments, Bass predicted that computersimulated environments may· eventually be used· in
classrooms ,such as driver education.
Because UCF is not actively involved in marketing
any product other than its own resources, personnel
and facilities, Bass said results from UCF research is
strengthened by its absence of bias.
Pointing to UCF's CREOL Research division, which

the 1991 UCF Varsity Cheerleading Squad. For more information, call Linda Gooch at
ext. 2256.

see RESEARCHER page 4

Technology. He will speak on
"Organic Topic" at 4 p.m.
Wednesday in Room 126 of
CEBAII.
All are invited.

• ODK NOMINATIONS
Nomination forms for membership in Omicron :Oelta Kappa National Leadership Honor ·•JUDAIC SPEAKER
The Judaic Studies program • ·ARE YOU SMART?
Society are available in AD 282
Central Florida Mensa, the
(Student Affairs) and the Stu- presents Anton Pelinka, a
professor of political science at local chapter of American
dent Center main desk.
Juniors, seniors and gradu- the Univ~rsity of Innsbruck. Mensa, the ·h igh IQ society, will
ate students who have demon- He will speak on ''The Linger- , offer its membership.test at 10
strated leadership in universi- ing.Shadows of the Past: Au.s- a.m . .Saturday at Rollins Colty life ahd academically rank tria's Dealing with Nazism." lege, Cornell Building, Room
in the upper 35 percent of their His speech begins at 7:30 p.m. 159. The testing fee is $25.
Mensa is an international
college are eligible. Nomination Thursday at the Holocaust
forms must be returned by Memorial Resource and Edu- society with only one requi:recation Center, 851 N. Maitland ment for membership: a score
March8.
within the top 2 percent of the
Ave.
His second lecture on Ger- general population on a stan•HOUSE OPENINGS
There will be resident open- man Unification and European dardized IQ test.
ings in the BPW Scholarship - Integration, will be presented
The Central Florida group
covers Orange, Lake, Seminole,
House for the summer and fall at 3 p.m Friday in the Health
Osceola, Polk and Volusia counterms. Applications are avail- and Physics Auditorium.
For more information, call ties. The group has parties, game
able in the office of Student Afnights, forums and lectures.
fairs, Room 282 of the Admin- Dr. Moshe Pelli at ext. 5039.
istration· Building, and the
For more information about
upcoming test sessions, call
deadline is 5 p.m. March 29.
• UCFCA MEETiNG
The Scholarship House proThe UCF Cinematography .Dana N ovatnak at 678--4395.
gram has operated for four Association is sponsoring guest
years with much ·success. It is speakers Nancy Schwalb and • LEADERS WANTED
a cooperative living program Bill Dwayne at their meeting at
The selection process for the
that provides rent-free housing · 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in PC3-201.
President's Leadership Council
for 16 women students of outSchwalb is the president of has begun. Those interested in
standing ability who are in Schwalb Entertainment and being on the council must be of
need of substantial financial Dwayne is an entertainment at- junior standing, must ha-·e a
· ·3.0 GPA and must have 1 !B.dassistance.
torney.
Call' Pamela Mounce at ext.
All are welcome. Call Con- ership experience. An inter iew
2824 for more information.
nie at 658-4502 for more in- also is required.
Applications can be p{ ted
formation .
up in the Student Affairs :lee
•RAH RAH GO TEAM ·
in the Administration Bui ng.
A meeting will be held at 5 • CHEM SEMINAR
The Chemistry Department They are due by 5 p.m. ! rch
p.m. March 27 in the UCF
gymnasium for men and wom- presents Mr. Ken Barr from 20. For information, call ·~am
en interested in trying out for the Massachusetts Institute of ela Mourice at ext. 2851.

Wellness Center gives
advice on safe break
by Bill Cushing
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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SHE'S NOT LION
Tami Bumgarmen, a 27-year-old computer scienc,e major, is greeted by the lion in
the Chinese New Year Lion Dance. !he dance celebrated the chinese year 4689.

RESEARCHER
FROM PAGE3
began four years ago, Bass listed some
of the fields that department is exploring.
Such areas as Laser Research and
Optics, while currently being investigated for possible Naval and defense
uses, may eventually lead to high definition television.
There are 157 people working with
CREOL. Bass insisted that the only

+
.

UCFs Wellness Center will hold its
fifth annual Health Expo the week before spring break.
This year, the sponsors hope students
will get high - on wellness.
The theme of the expo, scheduled
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday; is
"Spring Breakers High on Wellness."
''The whole idea of ·this .expo is to
promote safe and fun ways to spend
spring break," said Kara Kinzler, a re. cent UCF graduate in liberal studies
and a wellness peer consultant.
The "Great Safe Spring Break" is a
collegiate national drive co-sponsored
by groups such as Bacchus, Students
Against Drunk DriVing and Greeks
Advocating Mature Management of Alcohol. It is in its third year.
''This week also happens to be National Drug Awareness Week," Kinzler
said. The Metropolitan Alcoholism
Council of Central Florida will sponsor
a representative to answer any ques-

tions students have on substance abuse.
She hopes some of the booths scheduled for this year's expo will help stu: dents find safe ways to have fun while
increasing awareness of the dangers college students face this time of the year.
Travel Concepts of Orlando and the
Cocoa Beach Hilto~ Hotel have agreed
· to donate a weekend for two. Anyone
can register for the free drawing to be
held Wednesday.
"A big issue [during spring break] is
also sexual activity," Kinzler said. To
that end, nurses and doctors are scheduled to answer questions on sexual responsibility. There will be a special appearance of Condom Man.
· ''They want to emphasize tha,t this is
for men and women," Kinzler added.
"One big aspect is·that you don't have
to wait until you're sick to get services
from the Health Center," Kinzler said.
She emphasized that expositions such
as this one spotlight how student's
wellness fees are being used.
"People just need to know that there
is help availa~le," she said.

reason this growth will slow down ·is
because space is limited and that unit's
building will not be ready before.1993.
"Research is .being done by anybody
attempting to advance the content of
their field," Bass said. He added that it
is "an intrinsic part of everything that
the university-does."
The Brown Bag Lectures are sponsored by the Campus Activites Board
and the Student Center. The next lecture is scheduled for March 28. The topic
will be "Loving and Being Loved: Enh ancing rour Relationship."
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Student .Legal Servi.c es provides
students with un nssistance in S(~1ectccl .n rens of1aw such as ]and lord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic nnd uncontested <lisso]utions. You cnn receive attorney
consultation nncJ . represeutation
free of charge to . qualified students . .Cnlf823-253S .or stop by SC
210 for more information or an

appointment.
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UCF Gymnasium - Doors open at 7:30 pm
Tickets available at SG Kiosk
Ticket prices: Students - FREE (with valid UCF ID)

Guests - $5.00 (Only one guest per student.
. Tickets must be purchased by a student.)
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SENATE
FROM P.AGE 1

into recharging, rather than
replacing, the used up cartridge. H_e said the UCF Computer Store gave him the $99
quote.
.
He said as far as he knows,
cartridge recharge is not available on campus.
Sen. Robert Langley said
FES was asking to keep $100
of the original $500.
Both Langley and Johnson
represent the College of Engineering. Johnson and Sen.
Sundar Sinnapan, who wrote
the first bi11, are members of
FES. All three voted for the
new bill.
However, senators opposed
to the bi11 said FES should cover the expense themselves.
''This is overhead expense,"
Sen. Gary Marlar said.

•

•

•

~

"We don't need to be spending student money on a printer
[cartridge]," President Pro Tern
David Carls said.
Carls called the cartridge replacement a printing expense.
Also, the second confirmation hearing for student senate
applicant Bob Cherry was
postponed for a week to give
Student Government time to
find out whether he can legally
fill the seat to which he has
been appointed.
Cherry, who was reappointed to the empty Daytona campus seat Feb. 21, is not taking
classes there.
At his first hearing, also Feb.
21, the senate voted against
confirming him, 17-15;
According to student body
Vice President Jason DiBona,
Cherry's confirmation was
postponed so SG can determine
what the phrase "on record"
means as it is used in SG eligibility s'tatutes.

Student body President Jeff
Laing said because Cherry took
classes at the Daytona campus
in the fall, he fulfills the onrecord requirement.
The senate also unanimously approved a resolution (2304) changing senate rules to
remove a conflict in rules governing the number of senate
committee meetings a senator
may miss before being resigned
from that committee.
aefore the change, Senate
Rule 8.02 said senators could
miss two committee meetings.
However, Rule 8.05.A said
the student body vice president
had to announce which senators had four abisences from a
committee. Those senators then
would be consitlered resigned
from that committee.
The resolution changes
8.05.A to agree with 8.02.
The rule change does not require Laing's signature because
it deals with the senate only.
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Journalism -Majors
• Get Great Clips
•Make Money
• Improve Your Reporting Skills

•

The- Central Flot1da Future is now taking applications for
reporters. If you have had writing experience and are interested
in working as a reporter, please contact Managing Editor
Jennifer Oifenburger at 823·2865, or come by our office and fill
out an application today. This could be the move of your life!
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UCF Daytona celebrates
ethnic diversity at festival
by Sandra L. Karr
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

DAYTONA - UCF Daytona students took part in an
Ethnic Festival Feb. 20 in ~e
caxnpusc~urtyard.
,
The intent of the festival was
to bring people and students of
different ethnic origins together so they could share different
customs.
Activities included cultural
displays of books and sculptures, and taste tests of food
donated by local residents. Also,

the Bethune Cookman College
Steel Drum Ensemble performed. ''This is a great example of students from different
cultur~l backgrounds," said
Sarah Pappas, Daytona Cam. pus directorl "It illustrates the
high priority which UCF places
upon the diversity of its student
population. This diversity accents UCF and the knowledge
which students can obtain from
interacting with one another."
Dr. Sylvester Covington, an
instructor and Rotaract Club
sponsor, said the festival was a

Gives you
PURCHASING POWER.,.
when you need it most.

success.
"It appeared that everyone
in attendance had a great
time."
Rotaract sponsored the festival. Rotaract is a group of
representatives from B-CC,
Daytona Beach Community
College and UCF's Daytona
campus.
The group's goal is to create
unity and camaraderie within
the college communities in the
Volusia County area. The club
is fathered by the Rotary Club
of Daytona Beach.

Hurry. Now through March 31; 1991, purchase
a new home in The Arbors, and make absolutely

NO MORTGAGE PAYMENTS FOR THE FIRST SIX MONTHS!
~---"i--~-----1

0

N

,.. .....____-=---i

New Homes from the $70's
657-2644 or 671-8860
Open everyday: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Boviq ;

Homes. ~
Not vahd with any other offer

.. -

.

'

~->

_·

TOTAL

, ~

Tl.B BITTS ..CAR CARE
-~

~~

.·

.

.

,-'

IHI ((J) lUIIR 1r ((J) WIT~ cert A lU 1r ((J)
~JEIFAJIJR

A UJ1f (Q) JD)JE1f AJIILJINCGr
10% UCF DISCOUNT
2981 ALAFAYA TR
OVIEDO, FL 32765
365-3085

6400 UNIVERSITY BVLD.
WINTER PK, FL 32792
677-7190

•
••
••
••
•

••
•:
•
••

LUBir Oii~. ·1· ..BRAKE.. ·1

DONATION DISCUSSION

FIL1,ER

UCF's Dr. Loren Anderson (left), Kennedy Space Center's Glenn Parker and Rockwell lnternational's
Dr. Peter Kondis discuss a $110,000 contribution to UCF for a space station return vehicle.

~~~ -

$14.95 WITH .
COUPON

l

.

SPECIAL :
$69.95 PER AXLE
$7, .95 METALLIC

:
:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

•

GIVE MOM AND • DIE NEWS
Send them a subscription to The Central Florida Future and let them know what's happening. Just drop a
note with their address along with $1 7 at our business office, room 107 in the Arts Complex, or mail it to:
P.O. Box 25000

University of Central Florida
Orlando,Fl.32817
In return, they'll get a full year of UCFs only
student paper,

The Central Florida Future.

t

Tfn~ ·ce'rftran=for«:i'a ·F1:1ti:ire ·Mctrch

·s, 1991
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j1BM Personal System/21
Model 30-286 (T31)
lMB Memory ·
,
1OMHz 80286 Processor
30MB Fixed Disk Drive
One 3.5-inch Disk Drive (l.44MB)
8512 Color Display (14-inch)
IBM Mouse
DOS 4.01
Microsoft Windows 3.0

•
•

II

$1;736
Model 55SX (T61)

.

2MB Memory
16MHz 80386SX Processor
Micro Channel Architecture
60MB Fixed Disk Drive
_
One 3.5-inch Disk Dri'fe (l.44MB)
8515 Cotor Display (14-inch)
IBM Mouse
DOS 4.01
MiCrosoft Windows 3.0

.

$ 2,842

IBM Printers

•

.
•

-- - --- ,.,

.

T

®

Proprinter II ,(9 pin)
Proprinter IIXL (9 pin, Wide)
Proprinter X24E (24 pin, NLQ)
Proprinter XL24E (24 pin, NLQ, Wide)
Quietwriter 2'
·
IBM Laser Printer (5pgs/Min) IBM Laser Printer (lOpgs/Min)

I
$284
$ 366

$ 543
$ 694
$ 683
$1,071
$1,413

•
•... ').;. _. . _-_-_-_-_- _-::~-- :-: _-_-_-_-;:-_-..-.-_-_-: . -_-: _-_---_: _-_ -.. -.. -._ ---_ -. -_ -_- ~ -_ -_ -.....----.. .-.-.-----.. -.-_- .::_-.,; _:-- -: =-=_: : - : : : : : : _: .: : .: :. ; : ; : .:·.: : ; :. . : - : - _: - .:--: . .:. 1
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The
Flip
Side of
_........._Reality

...

You're
not
·
invincible
by Nick Conte

When you meet Michell~
you probably cannot help but
notice her smile. She's bright,
articulate and has a warm
sense of humor. Michelle is a
freshman here at UCF with a
job in the medical field. Many
challenges await her, but
Michelle is no stranger to what
a chapenge is, or how to
overcome one. Courage is her
middle name. Michelle was
raped.
The day is June 16, 1988.
It was just another day:
"I went to a college party
with my sister; there was
drinking going on there. I was
drinking myself (two beers),
while the guys were playing
drinking games and watching
pornographic movies in a
room upstairs.
·
"My sister left the party in
my car, so I was kind of stuck
there with these people I didn't
know. I went to use the restroom and when I came out, a
guy grabbed me, threw me
into a room and onto a bed
and shut the door. He pinned
my arms above my head,
·stripped my pants off. .. I really don't know how he did it,
he wasn't a muscular guy.
Then he pulled his pants off
and got on top of me.
"It felt like it took forever
for me-to break free. Finally, I
got away from him and ran
out of the room. He yelled at
me - he said, 'You asked for
it...'
"I wasn't even dressed provocatively. In fact, I was
wearing my work clothes,
which were kind -of goofy
looking. One of the guys'
frtends took me out of there.
His friend ended up taking me
to ... my close friend's house.
My friend convinced me that I
had to go to the police immediately, but first I went to the
emergency room.
"They took all my clothes
away from me and started

doing tests. They took hair
from every area of my body.
They did vaginal cultures and
scraped under my fingernails
for skin and blood. Then, I received tests for various sexually transmitted diseases. The
whole thing took 12 hours.
"By the time I 'Yas taken to
the police station, I was exhausted. I didn'.t know where
I was or what I wanted to do,
and they assigned me a counselor to talk with.
"But what really pulled me
through was. my family physician. She : as a friend of my
family for some time and she
really helped a lot."
Michelle shows no ill effects
of this episode.
"What helped was my parents treating me like glass. The
more delicate they treated me,
the more I wanted to stand up
for myself. .
"The only problem I had
was going back to my first
social party. That was because
the first guy that talked to me
at the party
,
said, 'We're
looking for
the kind of
girls
that
don't
cry
rape.'
"That just
totally threw
me. I started
thinking
about never
going. out
again. But I
was lucky enough to meet a
really nice guy. He helped me
through so much. Even now,
I'm still weary of strangers,
especially If I'm at a party or
something."
Maureen Harmon-Schaeffer, an advanced registered
nurse practitioner on campus
and coordinator for a recent
"Rape Crisis" seminar, says
the best thing a victim can do
is seek help.
.
"It's important that they
talk to someone," she said.

.

"They should say what they're
feeling, what they want to do.
If ~ey want professionai help
and they're students, I would
refer them to the Counseling
and Testing Center here on
campus.
"It'~ imperative that someone be there f~r them, allow
them to
open up
and talk to
some one
w h
o
cares."
A c qu a in tance rape
can happen anywhere, at
anytime, to
anyone. It
occurs more frequently among
-college stude:µts, particularly
freshmen, than in any other
age group.
One of four women can expect to have some form of
sexual aggression aimed at
them. In 80 percent of tliese
cases, it will occur wi'th a
dating partner or acquaintance.
In one sUIVey, one of four
college men admitted to using
force in a sexual situation with
a date or casual acquaintance.

Most often in these cases a
woman will not seek assistance or tell anyone about the
rape because she does not
identify the experience as
rape.
Michelle says the two most
important things for women
to remember are to be alert
around new situations and
people, and for women to
communicate honestly with
their partners·. She feels more
acquaintance rapes happen
because of "mixed signals"
given to a man by a woman
early in a ·relationship than
anything else.
Michelle says one thing all
women should remember is:
"You're not invincible."
.

·. FYI '

For more
information, call
the UCF Counseling and Testing
Center or call .
Response at (407) .;_ ·
'
"740-5408.
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· The South will rise again
Reviewed by Bfil Cushing

•

·

writers. Since 1978, Ravenel has edited "The

rp
Best American Short Stories." She is current!. wo new anthologies have more than just ly senior editor for Alconquin Books of Chap•
•

•
•

•
•

·
•

•

•
•

their format in common.
Both Shannon Ravenel's "New Stories From
the South" and theRodLorenzen.:LizParkhurst
collaboration "Homecoming" deal with Southem themes as interpreted by Southern writers.
And both works share a common story in
Nanci Kincaid's "Spittin' Image of a Baptist

el Hill, N.C.
"For the past five years I have been ttying
- and failing - to come up with an all-encompassing definition for those deceptively
simple words, The South'," writes Ravenel in
her preface. That seems to be an arguable
statement.
The 1990 version of "New Stones From the

~1111,~llll
· · .:: · ' ' ·

lished
Carolina
Quarterly.
Boy," ainstory
onginally
pub- · · ·· ··. ·
"Homecoming" is a mixed
bag of wrtters - from Eudora
Welty to Truman Capote dealing specifically with the
Southem family.
Kincaid's story deals with a
Baptist marrted to a Methodist divorcee , and his final
confrontation with a clingingly
obsessive mother. It is Tennessee Williams in reverse, as the
male cuts his.own umbilical.
Capote's previously filmed
"A Chiistmas Memory" is here,
and Bobbie Ann Mason deals
with the aged in "Love Life," a
title in which the first word
can be treated as either a verb
or an adjective.
"This is a story with a
meaning," writes Mason. "It
suggests all the feelings of

her
strengths
as both
reader
South"
is Ravenel's
fifth
and
and editor are evident.
The Cajun atmosphere and
language permeates Bob
Shacochis' "Les Femmes Creoles," whi'le Mark Richard's
"Fea~ of the Earth, Ransom of
Claj' is reminiscent of ancient -Greek p('}etry. Greg Johnson
presents the religious aspects
of forgiveness to the family that
takes in 'Tue Boarder."
Lance Olsen presents a different kind of poltergeist problem in "Family." A Kentucky
couple is forced from its home
as ever-inc:reas.ing numbers of
benign but bothersome spirtts
of deceased relatives move into
the building.
Sixteen stones have been
culled from l 989's voluminous output of literary maga-

~~~~~

~~~~~

be hidden inside young people. And, deep ·down, there
really are monsters. An old
person waits, a nearly dead
body that can still dance."
While the "big" names of
literature reside in "Homecoming," the list of contrtbutors for Ravenel's collection
reads like a "who's who" of
educators and prize-winning

viously published in penodicals such as "The Southern
Review," "Antaeus," "The New
Yorker," "Ploughshares" and
"The Iowa Review."
While Ravenel might have
problems "defining" the writing that is representative of
the South, she certainly has
no problems locating works
that do so .

Comedians can test their humor
by Terri Francis

L

the interest of keeping their
commitment to serve the Knights,
Campus Activities Board presents the
Certs Mints' U.S. College Comedy
• Competition.
~
UCF is one of 75 schools to be part
of Certs' fifth annual nationwide
• comedy search.
Comed.i;an Danny {Gnsella will host
the Certs Competition. In addition to
~ performarices in colleges and comedy
clubs throughout the country, Kinsella has appeared at The Comic Strip,
• Comedy Cellar and The hnprovisation
in New York City. His 1V expenences
include a spot on "PM Magazine."
Kinsella will name the winner of
• the Certs Competition the "Funniest
·student at UCF." Each contestant's
performance will be videotaped and
• judged by the the national judge.
Three regional winners, selected
from each school's winners, will fly
9
with a friend to Daytona Beach to
U.S. Concepts
· compete in the national finals during National comedian Danny Kinsella hosts competition.
spring break.
Comedian Jerry Seinfield is this year's na- who waµt their professors to take their
tional host. Seinfield can be seen Wednesday classroom antics seriously should prepare a
nights on his NBC senes, "Seinfield." The show three-minute comedy routine and come to
• combines stand-up, done by Seinfleld, and sit- the competition site one hour early to sign
µation comedy. He also frequently appears on up.
The competition will be held at 9 p.m.
"Late Night with David Letterman," Showtime
Tuesday
in the Wild Pizza.
s
and HBO.
Closet comedians, this is your chance to
· The person whom Seinfield awards "Funniest Comedian in America" will fly to New York come out and share your neurosis, impresCity to perform at famous comedy clubs, such sions, complaints and · general good will.
Students ~shing to keep their humor to
• as The Comic Strip and Catch a Rising Star.
themselves
should come and watch the fun!
All full-time and part-time UCF s~udents
•

9

10
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UCFjazz students offer a night of good sax
By Bill Cushing

What is it that soothes,
shocks or seduces, and has a
shape that'd break the back
ofa snake?
Answer: Aldoph Sax's inv:ention, the saxophone, patented in 1841.
On Saturday evening· of
March 2, a group of UCF students entertained a crowd of
more than 60 people with "An
Evening of Saxophone .. in the
auditorium of the Music Rehearsal Hall. Conceived and
planned by senior Christopher
Hawkins, the program ran

from the classical to the elec- mense."
tronic.
"Its history is shrouded in
Opening with Jules Dem- mystery," he proclaimed, emiterssman's "Fantasie sur un ting a sharp squawk in persontheme original, .. a waltz-time al response to the short verse.
fantasy, Hawkins cajoled a
At the end of the "lesson,"
flute-like sound from his in- Hawkins announced, "Now
strument while accompanied comes the fun stuffi"
by Melanie Griffith on piano.
Ellen Gribosky took the
He followed this with a "Short stage with Griffith to perform
Lecture on the Saxophone." It · Jacques Ibert's exotic and
was a lesson that mixed Mus- jazz-influenced "Concertino de
sourgsky with jazz. ·
Camera." She was followed by
Calling the instrument a Eugenie D'Agostino, who
"hybrid of brass, woodwind, played "Dialogue!," a 1969
fish, fowl and squeaks," piece written by Karl Korte
Hawkins said, ."At the present that mixed technology with the
time, their number is im- instrument to predate som,e of

the experimentaljazz that Frank
Zappa later composed.
D'Agostino was then jolned
by David Grossman for "Suite
en duo," a dialogue for saxophones penned by Guy Lacour. The entire cast assembled will be led by UCF instnictor William Schwa.b in
Edith Lejet's "Ceremonie."
This particular piece began
with a sound like a Colonial
Drive rush-hour madhouse
before turning into a haunting and ethereal piece reminiscent of Bela Bartok.
Beiilg able to perform this
1986 piece was something of

a coup for the group. The sheet
music was sent to Schwab after he had the chance to meet
and collaborate with Claude
Delangle, the current saxophone professor at the Paris
Conservatory.
The final piece was an arrangement of the "Little Brown
Jug," ajazzy version.
The concert proved to be as
educational as it was entertaining. The sax can produce
some wonderful music in the
right hands. These students
proved their mettle with the
saxophone on this particular
night.

SKI
Tuesday. March 5
Slow. Alabaster, Black cats
and Bottle Rockets - ·9:30
· p.m. at the Beach Club.
Benefitfor.ANIMALiberation.
$5 at the door.

Colorado Condos
$95.00 per nt
1-4 persons

Neil Young and Crazy Horse liiiiiiiiiiiiiiij~~
with Sonic Youth and Social 1. . , - - - -.....
Distortion - 7:30 p.m. at the ,...,_~
Orlando Arena. $19.50.

SUN

CRUISE
Charlie Daniels Band p.m. at the Ocean Center.
$16.50.

Bahamas

3 nts Bahamas
from$198.00 pp .

UCF Wind Ensemble - 8
p.m. at Lake Howell High Florida Symphony Orches- /~
.. ,.~~~~
Sch<X>l. Free. ·
. tra - 8 p.m. at the Bob Carr '"1;·"':~.~''''
Performing:.Arts Centre. $14- .~~~aaiiiiiimmiiii!iiiiiiiiiil
$26.
· King Center for the PerWednesday. March 6 ·
forming Arts·. Melbourne.
$18.50-$26.
Friday. March ·s
The Rembran,dts - 8 p.m.
at the Beacham Theatre. $9
Monday. March 11
inadvance,$11 dayofshow. · wolfe Tones - 8 p.m. at the
Beacham Theatre. $15 adDuke University Chorale
Mojo Nixon - 9 p.m. at the vance, $17 day of show.
- 8 p.m. at the Asbury
Beach Club. $8 and $10.
United
Methodist Church in
. Sunday. March 10
Maitland..
Canadian Brass - 3 p.m. at -compiled by Chris Hobby
Thursday. March 7

$249.00 pp ·
Air/Htl/Sports/More

FLY

GROUPS
Any size groups

Lowest Possible
Airfares Anywhere

Call with your reques_ts

SHIPWRECKED PG 2:00-4:00-6:00-3:00·10:00
HOME ALONE PG 2:05-4:21).7:1 S.9:30' .
GitEEN CARD PG-13 2:30-4:45-7:20-9:30
DANCESWTTH WOLVESPG13 1:30-5-3:45
NEVER ENDING STORY II G 2:15-4:30-7:15-9:30
AWAKENINGS PG-13' 2-4:30-7:20-9:50
KING RALPH PG· 2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
MY HEROS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN COWBOYS
" PG 2:CS-4~·7:1 5-9 :45
LA STORY PM 3' 2:05-4~-6 :05..S:05·10:05
NOTHIN(. SUTTIIOUBLE PG·13
2:1 0-4:1 0-6:10-3:10-10:10

AWAKENINGS PG-137:45-10:05
HOME ALONE PG' 2:1S-4:2Q.7:!l0·9:45
SHIPWRECKED.PG' 2-4-6-3-10
NEVER EIONG STORY II G 1!55-3:50·5:45
SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY·R'
2 :15-4 : 15-6:1S.S ~ s. 10:15
KliG RALPH PG-13
2:10-4:10·6:10-8:10·10:10
SILENCE OF THE LAMBS R
2:15-4:45-7:30-9:50
MY HERDS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN COWBOYS
PG 2:05-4:30-7:15-9:45

TODAY IS SUPER TUESDAY
.'. - .
ALL SEATS

MICHAll J.

fOX

AS HOLLYWOOD'S
MOST SPOILED
MOVIE STAR.

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY
THESE TWO ARE GOING
TO GET ALONG ...

--E5

$
3.i~CEPTMARKED'M.

JAMIS

WOODS
·- AS NEW YORK'S
ANGRIEST

COP.

•

•

Dl.ITLD YOUR S KlLLS TO B OOST YOUR
CLAS S E S S TART:
GM.AT ..... ............... .. ...... . .... .APRIL
GRE .. ................. ... .. ...... .... MARCH
LSAT ................................... APRIL

SCORES !
17t h
17t h
1G t h

(~1~~~X-·~1J~~~
3403 TECHNOLOGICAL

ORLANDO, FLA.

(407) 273-7111
t MILE WF~T OF U6F

_____
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New Yor~s Second Step brings sound to Milk Bar

[I

by Bill Cushing

Trumpeter Tim Champeaux hails from the womb of
What's Jacksonville got dixieland and jazz, New Orthat Orlando doesn't?
leans. He's been taught by
For one thing, Second Step. Tony Klatu and Ellis Marsalis,
On Feb. 17, the Bronx- and worked with Clark Terry
based band made its seventh and Tito Puente. Bassist
appearance in five trips to the Wayne Hammond has played
north Florida area, playing at -with Ron Wood, Keith Richthe downtownJ'ville club, the ards and Carlos Santana.
Three of the band members
Milk Bar. The Jacksonville
stop was the midpoint of a tour - drummer Todd Isler, saxothroughout the south, which phonist Mark Herny and keyincluded shows in Athens, boardist Etienne Lytle Savannah, Macon and a gig studied at Boston's prestigious Berk.lee School of Music.
in the Atlanta Omni.
Lead vocalist Miriam Phifer
What's Second Step?
It's an eight-person ethno- has been described as "hot,
funk-reggae band with a sleek and sultry." She's
three-piece horn section led · worked with Chaka Khan and
by a trombonist and recorder possesses a dominant stage
player named Josh Rabinow- presence only overshadowed
by her voice.
.
itz. Now, you figure it out.
Are they any good?
Are they experienced?
Jimmy Cliff called them "big
Josh attended the New
- _
Eq.gland Conseivatory as well every time."
Since then, that quote has
as busking on Manhattan's
streets with Tracy Chapman. become the band's tagline.
He's currently involved in Now, after three years of
playing the club and college
post-graduate work ~t NYU.

circuit, Second Step is preparing to spend the rest of the
spring in the studio. "It's a
production deal with a studio
(formerly] called th~ Record
Plant, now called 321 Studios
because it's on 321 W. 45th
St. in Manhattan," Rabinowitz said.
This is the same studio
where Aerosmith has worked.
It is also where "Born to Run,"
one of the 1970s' biggest and
most influential rock albums,
was recorded.
Rabinowitz added, "It's a
management deal as well with
ECI (Entertainment Complex
International] headed by Bob
Schwaid. They'll provide a
producer, an engine.e r and the
studio time. Then, they shop
the tape."
For the Jacksonville show,
the band played two hour-long
sets consisting of some covers mixed in with original material. The show began with a
rollicking version of "Play That
Funky Music, White Boy,"

..

,.
I

which featured an extended going to want to use those
solo from Henry and some . sounds because they're the
ripping, hard-rock-based riffs most commercially viable."
One of those tunes is "We've
from Pillis.
Regrettably, the group has Got the Funk," one of the
cut its traditional Blues songs responsible for earning
Brothers set. However, it them the title of NYC's best
still performs ~table ver- local band.
Another is the group's litasions of Paul Sftnon's "Me and
Julio Down by the School- ny, "JazzistheTeacher,Funk
yard," a funk-infused version is the Preacher," a number
of the Jackson 5 tune "I Want that featured the Milk Bar's
You Back" and a "Fire" med- general manager, Amie Lee
ley that combines the Pointer ("The Bicycle Terrorist") and
Sisters' hit \Vi.th the tune of his ever-at-hand flute.
Second Step: big every time.
the same name recorded in ·
And it's getting bigger by the
the 1960sbytheCrazyWorld
minute.
of Arthur Brown.
One ofthenewtunes, "Join
Hands," is a reggae ballad that
blended well with the band's
earlier "Colours" both musically and in its traces of social
awareness.
With many of the newer
tunes, the band is moving to
a more i:ock-oriented sound.
Rabinowitz explained, ~It's
more like funky rock. I'm assuming that the producer's

WORDP.R O:CESSI.NG· • RESUMES
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
& OTHER COMPUTER SERVICES

FAST - PROFESSIONAL - ECONOMICAL
SAME DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE
·~

CALL 679-9008
PEREGRINE TECHNOLOGY
CORNER OF 436 AND UNIVERSITY

We're not sure why, but we want to hear your spring
..
break plans. Write to us at:
Collage Spring Fling
·
~ P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816
.
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You can
MICHAH J.

fOX
AS HOLLYWOOD'S
ivlOST SPOILED
MOVIE STAR.

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY
THESE TWO ARE GOING
TO GET ALONG .. .

--EE

JAMIS

WOODS

I

AS NEW YORK'S
ANGRIEST
COP

to an

Orlando Premi·e re
SHOWING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6 .
at a·p.m.
You could 'Win a pair of tickets to a special advance showing of "THE HARD WAY" starring Michael J. Fox and James Woods courtesy of
The Central Florida Future.
Trivia question: What two Michael J. Fox
films included the word "Light" in the title?
- Just stop by The Central Florida Future editorial office (located next to the health center on
campus) today only and answer the trivia
question to win your free tickets.
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded
on a first-come, first-served basis.
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·America wears a
blindfold as it
divides the Gulf
Ding-dong the witch is dead. The wicked witch is
dead. Actually, the wicked witch is just invisible and
waiting. She tried once to steal your children and she
will wait for another day.
Why does the wicked witch do' this? Because she
wants world power. She wants all other witches to
know she is the worst witch of them all. In reality, the
witch is Saddam Hussein, war, death, hate ...
Now that the ceas~-fire has begun, we can all
breathe a little easier, but not too easy, as.the problems
have just begun.
Hussien is one of the witch's personalities, a more
defined and voiceful side of the wi.tch. This side
wanted power and tried to get it.
It was only to create chaos. The other sides were
disappointed in Hussein and have banished him
away until they can come to a decision on whether
world domination is really needed or if chaos is good
enough.
The chaos Hussein threw upon the Earth rises up
as both an inky pool in the Gulf and as a politically
.
distraught area of the globe. ·
The darkening pool poisons only the Earth's simple
creatures, so man is able to nod his sleepy head in
that direction and consider it lost. Those few men who
- step out and attempt to comer the blackness are only
drawn into the other chaotic situation created.
This "other situation" is not so basic that man can
roll over.
, Unfortunately, man is going to fight man. Not to
mention that men who ·don't even like the area very
much were fighting there. Now these men who don't
actually spring from that spot on Earth are going to
tell those men who do what they will and will not do
with their spot.
.
Men compete to be able to control the inky pools of
death. Men compete for this so they can be the
strongest of all men. ·
These men fight for reasons that they, themselves,
are unsure of. Most would like to think it is for the
inherent good of world society as a whole. Others
realize that the motto "Good fences make good
neighbors" came from man's heart and speaks of his
goodness.
The man who doesn't fight is just as unsure. He
sent the other meri to fight. He pushed anger, like a
drug. He spoke of wrongs .done a millinea ago as
justification for destruction of life. Here the witch
consumed the man and his soul.
.
The witch is waiting. She will soon be able to ride
the winds again, angling toward anarchy with a
touch of finesse.
The war in Kuwait is over-now begins the battle
anew. The lines have only begun to be crossed. Hussein
. may die, but his spirit embodies the upcoming conflicts
in the Middle East.
The question ofwho will control the area after this
is over is a good one. Rebellion has already started in
Iraq. Israel is having renewed anger with the
Palestinians. And America is trying to decide the fate
of a country while wearing a blindfold.

· CentralFloridaFuture
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Being prepared for spring break
As spring break quickly approaches us this coming
. weekend, every student I talk to seems to be finalizing
their plans. Some students will be staying in the
Orlando area and working. However, many students
have plans of leaving the UCF area for the beaches.
Yet, almost all of the luggage, suitcases and handbags
will not be including the most important spring break
item of all - the condom.
·
This is not a professor writing to you. I'm not a
doctor. I am a concerned student who strongly believes
the student body doesn't care enough about itself.
Using a condom may save your life.
As a senior, I have already spent spring break on
both the East and West coast. I've been to wild
parties. I have had those memorable moments with
friends that I will never forget. But the times have
changed. Let's be honest, our age group is sexually.
active. So why not protect yourself"'from sexually
transmitted diseases or more importantly, the HIV
virus and AIDS?
You're probably saying to yourself, "I knew this
was going to menfamed sooner or later." Well, it is
better to hear about it sooner than later. It could be
some doctor telling you that you may eventually die
of what you picked up over spring break.
According to the College Association Survey, of
random blood samples, approximately one out of
every 300 college students is already infected with
the HIV virus.
Now you say, "So what? That's just another
statistic. One is 300 college students, that won't ·
affect my spring break." Well, multiply that number
bythehundredsofthousandsof"springBreakers"each

•NOT NON-VIOLENCE

lll9lfll
year that come to Florida, include in this calculation
that this is only the people who were sampled, and
that number equals quite a large population of people
out there dancing, drinking and just having "a good
ale time."
·
As one of your fellow students, I am not trying to
scare you, but simply trying to prepare you. Do you
know that the UCF offers an AIDS course in the
health department? If you answered ''no" the above
question, then that probably means that you are not
aware ofthe AIDS Educati.on, Information & Research
Institute located on the third floor of the Health and
Physics building (room 350 m & 350 L).
My opinion is that students don't plan enougp and
students don't care enough about their own health.
Do yourself and your future partner a favor, stop
inside the AIDS Institute and just get some free
protection/condoms. Don't worry, there is no sign-insheet at the door. The people that work there are
students too. Pick up some in(ormation for the ride
over to the beaches.
If you don't stop by the office, you just may be
''killing" the good times of spring break or even
''killing" yourself. Have ·a great spring break and I
hope you prove me wrong. Think about what your
doing, before it's done.
-Michael J. Hartigan is a senior.
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Belief in the spiritual, society's true ·impediment
There's a trend establishing itself.
Cite these examples: ·
Last month the Or~ando Sentinel's Sunday edition
magazine, "Florida," printed a feature story titled
"Psychic Shopping Spree" by Elizabeth Langley. In
r.i it, Langley gave a rundown on several Central Florida psychics and seers-a sort of comparison shoppers'
guide to parapsychology.
There are even "1-900" numbers now available to
1,
"Dial-A-Psychic."
In mid-February, a letter was printed in the
Sentinel in which the writer verified the inevitability
ofthe Mideast situation qy referring to the prophecies
of Nostradamus.
Speaking of Nostradamus, two weeks ago, one of
~ the ''big three" networks broadcast a special on the
16th century physician's prophetic quatrains, the
"Centuries."
Of course, we've been drowning in the "New Age"
~ (or "The Age of Aquarius, part II") since the mid-'80s.
Everywhere one turns, there is a plethora of crystals
and ankhs. This event hi tits stride with the "Harmonic
r· Convergence" which closed out the decade.
· In case you forgQt that, it was a worldwide sit-in for
peace and good will.
It was so effective in spreading love throughout the
"~land that we eventually became mired in the rec'e nt
Mideast mess made. up of equal portions of war, hat.e ·
and greed.
Anear-p~:rf'ect response to these recent events was
1

last year's book by James Randi titled ''The Mask of
Nostradamus" published by Charles Scr~bner's Sons.
Randi, a Florida magician, has dedicated much of
his life to debunking the mythical shills of today. He
first established himself worldwide by exposing Uri
Geller in the 1970s.
In his book, Randi strips the facade from
Nostradamus' apparently untarnished reputation as
These folks bemoan the fact that the Bible isn't
well as taking on some contemporary seers. Ofcourse, being taught in the schools, that there is a loss in the
the pity is that the very people who should read his "good, old-fashioned" values of the Puritanical ethic.
work-the believers-are the very ones who wouldn't
And, they spend a good bit of time putting forth the
proposition that our nation would be in better shape
pay attention to it.
At one point Randi makes a very lucid observation if we would leave behfud the "secular humanism" of
which the world, and this nation in particular, might the New Age (which is obviously leading us down the
do well to examine: "Advancement from superstition primrose path) and get back to a church-oriented
to scientific thinking has marked the progress of society.
man, and a retreat to magic has heralded his decline."
In short, ·we should convert our democracy into a
I'm a believer in predictions, but only in those theocracy. ·
forecasts based on ,patterns. The pattern we seem to
This attitude was exemplified by Dan Quayle at a
seeing these days is that "retreat to magic."
recent pro-life rally, as he exhorted those present to
But I don't want everyone to feel left out.
press for a more Christi~-oriented society.
On the other side offence, there has been a maniacal
Of course, what the vice president and others
resurgence in fundamental evangelism. Everywhere forget was that there. was indeed once a period in
on the television dial talking heads are screaming our western Europeai:i history when the church did run
condition of sinfulness to us (at the same time they're society and determine mankind's progress. That
getting nailed in sex and money scandals).
particular epoch even had its own, most fitting label
This movement has been gaining ·so many depicting its historical context.
supporters that, during our last presidential race,
In case you weren't there, they were called the
Pat Robertson almost became·a serious contender for Dark Ages.
the Republican ticket .
·
·
-Bill Cushing is ajunior studying.English.
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The fine art .of tipping well Simply explained
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dollar for ~very minute he spends lecturing you on the
various features of your room, such as where the
window is, how you work thelightswitch, etc. A really
informative bellperson will find so many room features
to tell you about ("And down here, you have your
floor") that he may well spend the night with you.
My most terrifying hotel-tipping experience occurred
.whenabookpublisherputmeupforanightatagymnasium-.
sized .suite where ·everywhere you tum there are men
wearing tuxedos, and you feel obliged to hand them money,
even though the only apparent service they perform is ~
makeyounervous. Sol tipped my way desperately through
the lobby, thrusting money at everything in my path,
includingfloml arrangements, and I make it to my room,
and finally the bellperson left, and I though ti was safe. But
immediately there was knock at the door, and it was yet
another bellperson, announcing that he had brought me
some ice. I didn't need ice, but here was this tuxedo-wearing ·
person holding a silver ice bucket that cost more than my
car,and I didn't want to look cheap, so I pulleroutmy wallet
and gave him the smallest bill I had left, which was a five.
Moments after, he left, ANOTHER hotel person cmne
around, and this one, for some reason, had: strawberries. I
happen to HATE strawberries, ·but this person had a
tastefully arranged plate ofthem on a rolling cart, and I felt
I had no choice but to give her what was now the smallest
bill in my wallet, namely: a twenty. So now I had spent$25
for ice, which was melting, and strawberries, which were
being eaten by small, tuxedo-wearing flies; of course word
was spreading like wildfire amongthehotel staffthat ifyou
wanted to make big mohey, you could take virtually any
random object up to the luxury suite. I spent the rest of the
eveninghuddledinbed, tryingtoignorethepeopleknocking
on my door, bringing me God knows what. I was terrified
that they'd become violent. "OK, l\1R. BARRY," they'd
shout, using a bullhorn. 'WEKNOWYOU'REINTHERE.
WEHAVEALIVEPONYOUTHEREFORYOU,AND
IFDONTCOMEOUTANDTIPUS,WE'REGOINGTO
SHOVE IT UNDER THE DOOR" .
.
So we see the importance ofproper tipping etiquette.
I certainly hope that this information has been helpful,
and that before you move along to the .next article,
you remember to show your appreciation for all the
work I've done by ... HEY! COME BACK HERE!

a

"My name isn't 'Bob,"' he'd say. "It's Ar~."
''We. know that," we'd say. ''We're changing your
name to protect you from embarrassment when this
anecdote appears in the newspaper years from now."
So we see that being a bad tipper can come back
and haunt you. Also when you die you go to Bad
Tipper Hell, where you spend eternity buried up to
your neck in hot coals, and every few minutes a devil
wearing a cummerbund comes around ahd says,
"Would you care for some FRESH GROUND
PEPPER? Hahahahahahahahaha."
TIPPING IN FANCY HOTELS: At a fancy hotel
you should be prepared to tip basically your life
savings. The instant you arrive, uniformed men will
surround ·your car and greet you in an aggressive
manner while snatching your luggage, which they'll
give to other men, wh.o'll give it to OTHER men, until
you have been assisted by enough uniformed men to
form the Yugoslavian army, all of whom have to be
tipped if you ever hope to see y01.~r underwear again.
Also you're expected to tjp the bellperson one

Easy Work! Excellent Pay I Assemble Products at home. Call for information 504-6418003 ext. 2568

UCF Annual Wellness Expo-tomorrow Wed
March 6 from 10-2 on the green. It's gonna be
tons of fun! Booths, Games, Prizes, Food!
Corne check it out. For mo.re. Expo & SWAT
info call X5841 !
TODAY ONLY!!
Don't miss the GREEK GIFT EXPO
At the Holiday Inn-University
Super selection of Greek sportswear
Register to win free prizes
1Oam-5pm Visa/Mastercard accepted
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Thanks to all the Friends of the Heart who
came to happy hour. The Caddy Shack party
was awesome. Congrats to AXA & DC for
cleaning up at Greek Awards. Congrats to
Dave. Overstreet-Greek Man of the Year.
Soccer game Wed. @4 against ATO. Everyone go to the Kn fashion show Wed. @ 7.
Study, study, study. Spring break is almost
here!!I
Zeta Tau Alpha
Wasn't White Violet a blast? Everyone support the ZTA basketball team tonight at 7:301
Spring break is next week! Get psyched!
Watch out UCF-Greek Week-6-is almost
here11n

Surfracks Honda W/Locks 682-9363
Mid-Week Worship, all welcome,
Episcopal Campus Ministry, Wed. Noon,
Room 211, Student Ctr. Praying for Peace,
Justice, -Dr. Ashmun Brown
The UCF Italian Club invites all students to
join our club. Meet Thursday May 7 Phillips
Hall R229 at 2·:30
Enjoy Italian Films, Cuisine & Music
The Japanese Club will meetT ue sday, March
5 at 6:00 in PC 517
Phi Sigma Epsilon in cooperaton with an
international cooperation will be presenting
a BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OF THE
90'S.
Date: March 7
T'ime: 4:00-5:30
Place: CEBA II room 107
No Admission Charge

HP 12C calculator $50 OBO 682-9363
Large sofa bed. (bed is queen size) Like new I
Only $120. Call 282-5110.
Brand new waterbed-only 6 months queen
size, headboard, heater, semi-waveless, and
all extras. Good quality. Paid $350, asking
$260 A must see (have to move) Call 2810925 after 4pm or leave message

Programmer/Analyst: Experience in Cobol
coding required. MVS, JCL, and/or SAS
would be helpful, butwill train if Cobol skills are
sharp. A knowledge of statistical analysis
preferred. Full time 40 hours per week. Some
flexibility in schedu1e of the 40 hours might be
arranged. EOE M/F/H/V U.S. citizenship
required. Contacvsend resume to: Danny
Oaks, Systems Development Manager Engineering and Economic Research, Inc. 3251
Progress Drive, Orlando, FL 32826 (407) 2811935

Attitude-adjusting leather Jacket women's size
1,0 black $85 absolutely must sell! 695-7236

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Kissimmee/UCF T&R 5pm-9pm Call 8460254 Leave message Ask for Yoly
Are you commuting to UCF from the Melbourne/Greater Brevard County area? If so,
let's get together and compare schedules!
Please call Betsy at (407)774-6068 before
March 10th or Cindy at (407) 862-8246 after
Mar.10th. (Both numbers are local form UCF)

MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY 3bdrrn/2bth
Home near UCFNalencia East-West Comm
Pool, Tennis courts Cathedral Ceilings. Landscape, nice neighborhood Assm $67,000
Below Mkt Value 281-7533
Engagement Ring-1.04 carat HEART shaped
diamond on 14K gold band. $2500 Mark 3812218 LV MSG

Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder

Wanted: All students interested in Italian Culture, Cuisine & Film. Meet Thursday, May7 at
2:30 Phillips Hall R229 Come enjoy a bit of
Italian fun Ill

'

Lambda Chi Alpha
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
You're unique, a college graduate. Wear your
credentials. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for it! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

AXA would first like to thank all you men and
worqen who who turned out for the AXA
Awards ceremony last Tues. -first place: Service Involvement, Scholarship, Leadership,
Chapter Excellence-and as usual- nuff' said.
Sig Chi, once again , congrats on all sports.
Keep it up chops I Now please take a moment
of silence for the late Iggy-he was more than a
rat- he was a hamster. Deepest condolences
to D.A.-rest assured we are all better people
due to the Iggy experience. Now taking applications for the Just Don't Say No org.-See
Matt Bonin . Cans, cans, cans I Spring break
tip of the week. If you get into any trouble with
the law remember chops, the proper response
is "Hi officer my name is Lee Flannery."
Acacia
Acacia Acacia Acacia Acacia Acacia
Hey, Kids! You Hosersl 4 more days 'til the
great white north! Drinking age is 1911 Chad
good luck in comedy competition! Beer ans
doughnut club!
FIJI (Phi Gamma Delta)
The men of F!JI would like to thank IIB<l>, K6,
6r and r.AE for the use of their houses for rush.
Congratulations to the 20 new colony members with the White Delta's. Get psyched for
spring break!
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congrats Tearn 1 soccer on making it to the
semi-finals. Hussel award goes to Mark Rand
Skin Cancer Award goes to Jerry. Lets go out
and support our hilarious contestants in the
Comedy Competition tonight at 9 in the Wild
Pizza. Congrats to Dave P. and Lil Sis Annie
G for the awards they received at Greek
Awards. E Greek Glove contestants-keep up
training and kick some buttl E Lil Sisters are
Rico/Suave I Wes F and Javier R-we hope to
see them soon. Pledges-work on sigs and
history. ForGreekWeek-Whoyou gonnacall?
DManl

Responsible Roommate to share 2br/2b
condo 1 mile from UCF for more info Call
Sandy 366-8944
FINS roommate to share room $130 + 1/4.
move in 3-1. 380-9600 Karen Kris
M to Share 2bd apt Cambridge $200 &
util Call 365-1718 available now!

TAXES - I come to you. 327-9253 Ask for
Glen, evenings & weekenos .

Nonsmoking Male(s) wanted to share 4bed/
3bath townhouse 1Omin from campus. W/D
$225/mon +split util 679-9494. Please leave
'message

'79 Mazda 626 great cond. 5 spd AC $1000
OBO Rob 281 -0856

Female to share 2 bd condo 1 mi from UCF
' $280 + 1/2 util 365-6982

Is it true ...Jeeps for $44 through the U.S.
Gov't? Call for facts! 504-649-5745 Ext. S2568

'80 Chevy Monza $900 or 080 645-4694

'70 VW Bug runs good Call 381-0744 $800

FEMALE O.Vn room 1 mile to UCF $160 per
month Call 277-0743

080

Cheap Rent in W Orlando in exchange for
occasional rides from UCF area. $200 includes All. 290-8732

Mini-station wagon, Toyota Corona. Personality packed fun car. Runs well. 4 cyl. some
rust-nic;e interior. FM/cass . Please call:3826906 $500.

CHOREOGRAPHER avail w/ teaching exp.
Dirty Dancing to Ballet. Teens.adults. RegAdv 382-6906
Certified mechanic. Low rates. My home or
yours Call (407) 298-5151
NOTETAKERIRESEARCHER avail. Sr. undergrad. Will take 1 class or all sem. Accurate
+experienced. $5/class hr. Please call 38269061

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

Duplex for rent-2 bed 2 bath with washer/
dryer, microwave and other full amenities.
$500/month . Call Fred at 682-7811 or 6231075

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

RPS needed Pff package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715
Vector's National Firm now has part time
openings! Work after classes and weekends.
May become full time in the summer.
Scholarships awarded, training provided.
$8.75 starting pay rate! Call for interview appt.
281-6142 (10-4)

(

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring in
industrial engineering but were afraid to ask!
Call him for info at 823-2204

WP,EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

Non-smoking white Male seeks companionship with non-smoking white female with a
good sense of humor. Must enjoy movies,
rock music, and fine din ing. Please send lener
with photo to P.O. Box 26791 Orlando, FL
32816

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Make it rich, make it nostalgic-{)nyx and
diamonds-your statement. Jostens! There
is a difference; look for it! It's Academic int eh
University Shoppes.

Z28 Camara, '85eng, '82 body, ps, pb, tilt
wheel, (eng +trans new) looks great. Must sell
$2700, 282-5209

3bed 2 1/2 bath apt. for rent (trip)ex)
Bonneville. 382-0923

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. Bldg.
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free

Wanted: Athletes and exercise conscious
individuals/groups to test nutrition and weight
control program. No obligation. Call 8989387 for information

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that makes more school
rings than all the others combined. Jostens!
There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic
in the University Shoppes

ASL begJPsych major needs roomie ASAP
Private room. Plant-iful. Pet OK $215 + 1/2
util. Call me! 382-6906

Townhouse walk to UCF 2bed 2.5bath garage
washer/dryer $500/mo Available 2128 2492246

LSAT GMAT GRE Perp Course
Open Enrollment HigR Scores
Taught by Testing Specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

Tutor for 6 gr boy at home Mon-Thu 1 1/2 hr.
Prefer teacher or senior edu student. Call Joe
X35867 H-275-7098

IBM Clone 286 12 mhz
1 HD Disk Drive
1 MBRam
Monochrome Monitor
$625
Call Keith at 823-4734

Need a dedicated female student-Rent bedroom suite with private entrance. kitchen privileges, phone. Fa11JilY home in Winter Park
near hospital/Lakemont area $300 per
month, utilities included. Call 645-5407.
Leave Message-name and phone number to
set up interview

Kappa Sigma
Killer party Sat. nite! The Spin Men Rule! Hey
Sigs, SPRING BREAK is coming. Hope to see
you all in Key West. Pledges, good job serenading the sororities. Keep it upl AEK6BI
Delta Sigma Pi
This finally the last week before spring breakl
Good luck to the' pledges tomorrow nightStudy Hardi! Just remember THREE days till
vacation I (Just an incentive)

WEDDING GOWN & ACCESSORIES. Ivory
satin & lace; beaded bodice; low back; long
sleeves. Designer label; size 10-12 (easy
style to alter) . Worn once; has been dry
cleaned. Paid $1000; ALL offers considered,
Call x2190; or 339-9323.

Wanted: Volunteers to taste gourmet diet
recipes. No obligation. Call 898-9387 for
information

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

AMERICA
NEEDS
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER to improve quality of products &
services, expand manufacturing capabilities
and increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
offers BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE. CalWisit
Mr. Fernandez at 823-2204 for more info.
Barbie, To the future Mrs. Brett! Let's have a
little pre-marital comedy at the U.S. College
Comedy Competition tonight at the Wild Pizza
9 pm. It'll be hot & heavy!ll Brett

Fast*Professional*Accurate
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS FOR
THE. MARCH 19 ISSUE IS 4:00 PM MARCH
8

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045

We helped
Walt make a
name for
.

.

himself.
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader. With a
lot of determination, and a little boost from us. vr ~ ~~- b
making his mark as a succesdui fina.:t:.dal consuitan~.
Give the power to ove1co1re. Give to Easter Seals.
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UCF Computer Store
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Computer
Corporation
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Creative 286-12 Mhz .. .
1 MB Memory
43 MB Seagate Hard Drive
1.2 (5.25") or 1.44 (3.5")
Floppy Disk Drive
101 Key Fujitsu Keyboard
1 Parallel, 2 Serial, 1 Game·Port ·
14" Amber Monochrome Monitor
Monochrome Graphics Adapter
Dos 4.01

$ 920.00
~,

I

For 14" Color VGA 1024 x 768, .28 dot pitch monitor
and Microl~bs VGA Solutions Card wt 512k ...... Add
For another floppy disk drive .... Add

$ 464 00
·

•

$ 81.00

-

To go from a 43 Meg Hard Driv. e to a
125 Meg Hard Drive ..... Add

.

$ 346.00 .
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The Power to~ Your~
•
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(i!/J20 Pn:x:essor
2MBRAM

40118 Hald Drive
1.44NJ;B FDHD SuperDrive
8-bit Built-in Color Adapter
12" RGB C:Olor Monitor
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FINANCING AVAILABLE
•Based on a purchase price of $2046.00. Financing $1739.10 at 13.9% for 36 months, witil $306.90 down plus taxes and shipping.
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Thursday
March 7 .

Air plane I
Airplane II

Tuesday March 19
Wednesday March 20

Thursday March 21
Friday March 2·2

Miss UCF Pagent
SCA 8pm
Student Music/
Student Art Show
Student Center Green
11AM-2PM
BMOC SCA8pm
Student Films
SAC7ptn
Spectacular Knights
SCAB m

Saturday
March9 ·
I83pm ·
All Dogs Go To
Heaven
All movies are shown
at 6:30 & 9:00 pm in
the Wild Pizza unless
otherwise noted.

•

PRESIDENT''S
LEADERSHIP cou·N CIL
PURPOSE:

The Council serves U.C.F. as official
student ambassadors, both on and
off campus~

ELIGIBILITY: · Candidates should be degree- seeking students of Junior standing
or higher, with an overall miniml.lill
G.P.A. of 3.0.
Candidates must have demonstrated leadership ability in University _and community organizations.

Applications are available iii Admin. 282 and
are due for return WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20·.
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Lions .and Tigers and Bears
and Tars and Boilermakers

-~·

Haveyourealizedhowmany silly mascot names
are out there these days? We've -got the Magic,
they've got the Heat. I'm a Knight, but I could
"have been a H~tter. It seems like my whole life
I've been enslaved to school mascots.
When I was in elementary school, I was a
Bulldog.Aftersixtorturousyears,Ileftmymongrel
days behind and became a Buccaneer. Don't let
~yonetellyoudifferep.t,Bucsgetmoregirlsthan

Dogs do.
,
But then, I evolved from a violent sea pirate
into a Spartan.
Being a Spartan was difficult because no one
really knew how to act like one. I guess it involved
wearing skirts and sandals.and cursing in Greek
a lot.
When my days as a Spartan concluded, I was
transformed into a Hawk. This was very fun. Of
course, the field mice in my neighborhood didn't
seem to think so.
I graduated from high school and went on to
junior college. By now, I thought I was through
·
with all these silly mascots.
Then, low and behold, I became a Scot. This
was pretty tou,gh since I was Italian, but I made
the shift unscathed.
Finally,myjoumeyendedonefaithfuldayand
I traded in my bagpipes for a sword and became
a Knight.
Most of us have been Bulldogs, Indians or
· Cougars at some point in our lives. But only a few
of us have the honor of being called a "real
original."

The best of the best mascot names:
1. ThePittsburgStateGorillas-You'vegotto
be tough and lack table manners to be a Gorilla.
2. The Youngstown State Penguins - You
have to admire a school that .would name its
mascot in honor of a popular '3loom County"
character.
3. The Purdue Boilermakers-They give you
a sobriety test when you apply for admission. If
you're over the legal limit, you're in.
4. The Wake Forest Demon Deacons - You've .
got to be religious and su:ffer from ·demonic
possessions to attend the Wake.
5. The Evans High School Trojans - Safe sex
· is the key at Evans.
6. Witchita State Shockers - Apparently
students at this college drag their feet on the rug
a lot.
7. The Richmond Spiders - The use of Raid
and Black Flag on campus is strictly prohibited.
8. The Oregon State Beavers -No comment.
9. The Alaska State Vampires - Not really a
school or a mascot,.but I sure would have applied
to a college that had the guts to use this name.
10. The Rollins Tars - Is this a joke? William
Shakespeare once said, "A rose by any other
naineisstillarose."'i'hisistrue,buthoweveryou
cut it, Tar by any other name is still pavement
material.
·
OK, so a Tar is ~ctually a low ranking naval
seaman. But J think I like the pavement
explanation better.
lt'stimeweputtheDogsandBirdsaway.Let's
stepboldlyintothefuturewithnewandexpressive
names. Let's leave the Bulldog days behind and '
step into the Bullfrog future.
I want to see the Acme high Bowevals play the
AAA High Mongeese. No more Roll Tide, for now
on let's ooze Whiteheads.

·Peace Corps
representatives
I .

are here ...
Tuesday, 'March 19
at UCF.
INFORMATION TABLE
9:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
Breezeway /Campus Book Store
VIDEO PRESENTATION 2:00 P.M . .- 3:00 P.M.
Career Placement
INTERVIEWS
Wednesday & Thursday
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
.Career Resource Center

,-

For informafion or an application call:

1-800-465-2745
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TONIGHT'S -THE NIGHT!
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COMPETlllON
PRODUCED

BY
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WATCH YOUR FELLOW· STUDENTS
.
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COMPETE FOR THE TITLE OF

uct•s
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FUNNIEST C()Mf[)IAN :•
WILi) VIZZA 9 r>M
F~EE WI I.I). ••
......................................................

-

•
UCF'.s contestants will be_ competing for a trip t~ perform at S~ring Break in Daytona--& maybe even
then on to a N~w York City comedy club-to be 1udgedthe best m theU.S. by JERRY SEINFELD!

DON'T MISS IT!
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BASEBALL

run scored.
In Saturday's doubleheader, UCFtook
the lead early and never relipquished it.
In the first game, Laurence Heisler
pitched 8 2/3 innings and ·allowed only
one earned run on 12 hits.
The Knights scored four runs ·in the
second inning to provide Heisler with all
the support he would need.
After Brett Barker and Hummel
scored, Josephina, the Knights' leading
hitter, crushed a double, which drove in
Antonini and Angulo.
Wisconsin scored two runs in the top
ofthe third with the help of two errors on
Lynch, a walk and two hits.
The Knights held the Badgers
scoreless for the rest of the game, while
adding two more runs to make the final
score 5-2:
Once again, Josephina led UCF by
going 3-for-5 with a home run and three
RBis.
.
Antonini and Angulo, who had batting
averages less then .200 entering the
game, went 3-for-4 and 2-for-3·,
respectively.
The second game of the doubleheader
was much of the same. The final score
was 5-2.

FROM PAGE 20
'
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the lead again, 4-3.
The Knights added a run in the bottom ·
of the seventh to tie the game at four.
Kiki Ant6nini scored after leading off
with a single to .r ight field. He advanced··
on Ty Lynch's sacrifice bunt and Mike
Josephina's fly ball to center.
He scored on Ernest Martinez's
grounder to third.
UCFs starting pitcher on Friday,
Elton Barks, had his strongest outing of
the season.
He went six innings, struck out 10,
walked four and gave up only two earned
runs on five hits.
"Our pitching staffis at a point where
they're loaded with confidencerightnow,"
UCF pitching Coach Mike Maack said.
"Even the.relievers, ~ecause they know
good things are coming."
The pitching staffisn't the only part of
theKnightsthatdid well in Friday night's
game.
Josephina, now batting .426, went 2for-5 with two RBis in the game.
Greg Castaldo also did well at the
plate, going 2-for-3 with a double and a

HUIE
FROM PAGE20

him, after that first tinie, they usually
know what to look for.
"We'll let P.im pitch a maximum of
three innings [in one game]," Maack
said. "He's basically a one-time-around
pitcher."
What Huie might lack in speed or
technique he makes up for in desire. ·
"He just come right after you [the '
hitter]," UCF Head Coach Jay Bergman
said. "He's just one of those guys who
doesn't back off of anybody - he gives
you his best shot every time out."
"Huie is going to be sorely missed next
year, unless someone steps up to take his
place next season," Maack said.
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTl)RE

Brian Huie has proved over the last 2
seasons that he·is a dependable closer.
Jimmy Still (3-0) pitched his second
complete game in three outings and
allowed two runs with three strike outs.
The Knights also man-handled the
Badgers' pitcher. UCF had 10 hits, four
of which went for extra bases.

Lynch began the scoring with a triple in
the bottom of the first inning. He scored on
Josephina's grounder to second base.
Wisconsin tied it in the top of the
third, but the Knights added two runs in
the sixth and another in the eighth.
UCF plays Flagler 7 p.m. tonight and
plays Pittsburgh Thursday night.

ASC

with 23 points and Tank Collins
had 19. Brooks scored 2Q points
to lead SW Louisiana.
Louisiana Tech outscored
Arkansas State, 10-3, in the final
five minutes and won, 58-56, to
advance to the championship
game. P. J. Brown led with 23
points.

opening round.
Kevin Brooks scored a
tournament-high 37 points to
rebounds.
lead SW Louisiana to a 99-83
In other tournament · victory over Lamar.
action: Phillip McKellar scored
New Orleans eliminated SW
24 points to lead second-seeded Louisiana from the tournament
Arkansas State to a80-68 victory with a 78-73 victory .Saturday.
overTexas-PanAmericanin the Ervin Johnson led New Orleans
FROM PAGE20
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DR. SCOTT EBNER D.D.•S.
4063 N. Goldenrod
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DENTAL

CLEANING SPECIAL
FOR AIL NEW PATIENTS
Includes:
Cleaning, Polishing & Exam

677-$888'

LADY KNIGHTS

COMICS

*
PAINTBALL
SUPPUES

*

ROLE PLAYING
GAMES

IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF
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FROM PAGE 20

than just losing Phillips. Next
season, the Lady Knights will
move to the UCF Arena.
"It's nice to go out with a win,"
Knightsaid. "Notmanyteamsare
able to do that. We're happy to win
10 games. It's been a couple of
years since we did that."
UCFs victory was the third
consecutive .over the Lady

Hatters this year. The Lady
Knjghts lead the series, 13-10.
UCF looked as if it would
blow out Stetson early in the
second half. UCF.went on a 154 run and built an 1~-point lead.
But ·stetson came back.
With UCF leading, 77-62,
Stetson went on a 12-0 run and
cut the Lady Knights' lead to
four points with just over three
minutes to play.
But Tracy Stowe halted

Stetson's momentum. She
scored five consecutive points,
. andUCFsleadclimbedbackup
to nine points.
''I was real pleased with our
effort," Stetson's coach said. 'They
built a lead and we came back. We
haven't done that this year."
Stetson would pull back to four
points down, 88-84, but there was
little time left to play. Yolanda
Rhodes, playing with bronchitis,
finished with 14 points.

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

I TAN·FASTIQUE
I
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TANNING SALON

At

I
we make
cuts like
· these in
Orlando
seven days
a week.

But we don't
make cuts
like these
everyday! .

N

__________ T _________ _
$6.95 ADULT CUT*
(Regularly $7 .95)

Wednesday Nites
'

uDu@ ~@@G DOU &DG@C?DU~tsDW@ OWQff®O© woG[}u

@)dJ

No appointment needed.

I
I

$19.95 PERM
or BODY WAVE*

1·. Appointment recommended.

I Long hair & specialty wraps slightly extra.
GOOD THROUGH MARCH 18• 1991
I GOOD THROUGH MARCH 18. 1991
'Gocid only with coupon. Not valid with any other offer. I 'Good only with coupon. Not valid with any other offer.

dJ@DuuuCRJ~ ill©@ lfC?®OW @)([}~ts®DU@

COST CUTTEIS~ COST CUTTEIS~
1

An honest haircut at an honest price'." J_ An honest haircut at an honest price"."

2 for 1 admission w/this ad
FREE BUD DRAFT TILL MIDNIGHT

: / $ 5 .•

< ····

,;:.. ····

o·

$1.50 KAZI &SEX ON THE BEACH

'--".; ,

~

$1.SODRINKS

COST CU I I EIS®
'

PUBLIX/ECKERD CENTER 679·6766
university Blvd. & Dean Rd~
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

9p.m•• 2._.m.

5100 Adanson Street, Orlando

629·4779

· Monday·Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9am·8pm
9am-6pm
12 Noon-6pm

rl
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UCF can't muzzle
.Bulldogs in ASC .

•

!l

Louisiana Tech runs to 32-point victory
Staff Repon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Phil Parries/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Kiki Antonini ·slides safely in third base during Saturday's game against Wisconsin.

Josephina 18ads UCF
in sweep of Wisconsin
-

.

.

.

UCF,has won 8-of ·g; pitching shows improvement
by _D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Baseball team swept a threegame series against Wisconsin over th..e
weekend, including a doublehea-der on
.Saturday.
After the four-game series with Wisconsin,
the Knights' record is 11-6. UCF has won eight
· of its lastnine games, including four in a-row.
The Knights had found something the team
·
had been lacking in the previous games consistent starting pitching.
Friday, UCF prevailed over the Badgers, 74, after the lead changed four times.
With the score tied at four, UCF scored
three runs in the bottom of the eighth to give

reliever Brian Huie his third win.
Th~ Knights started early, scoring a run in
the second. With · two outs, Greg Castaldo
doubled to right to drive in Gabby Angulo.
· The Badgers answered i:ri the fourth inning
when John Vander-Heuvel walked, stole a
base and scored on Joel Schmitz's double .
Wisconsin added another run in ·the fifth
inning to take the lead, 2-1.
The Knights struck back in the sixth inning.
The Badgers committed four errors in the
inning, allowing the Knights the score two
runs on no hits and making the score 3-2.
The Wisconsin staff crune back in the top of
the seventh inning, scoring two runs fo take
see BASEBALL page 19

1-._,

The Running Knights
received a rude welcoming to
their first American South
Conference To urn amen t .
.Louisiana Tech defeated UCF,
89-57, Friday night in New
Orleans' Lakefront Arena.
Louisiana went on to win the
torunament by defeating New
Orleans, 61-56, Sunday. With
the victory·, the Bulldogs
received an automatic berth to
the
NCAA
National
Championship Toumrunent.
UCF, which has limited
depth, was hurt even more by
the ~oss of sophomore swingman
Tommy Tormohlen, who
strained ligaments in his right
foot. He leads UC Fin 3-pointers.
Louisiana Tech came out
strong early by jumping to a 19point halftime lead, 41-22. The
Bulldogs effectively doubledteamed UCFs leading scorer,
Ken Leeks, by holding him to

two points ill the first half.
The Bulldogs let up in the
second half and outscored UCF
by 13 points to bring their final
margin of victory to 32 points.
The Bulldogs outrebounded and
outshot the Running Knights.
Louisiana Tech grabbed 41
reboundsto30forUCFandshot ·
53.8 percent compared with 39.2
percent shootingforthe Running
Knights.
Four players scored in double
figures for Louisiana Tech. P. J.
Brown led with 19 points and 14
rebounds. Eric Brown scored 16
points, ··Anthony Dade had 15
and Roosevelt Powe11had12.
Denny Hinson, who started
in place of Tormohlen, led UCF'
with 18 points on 6-of-11
· shooting. Fellow freshman
Sinua Phillips scored 17 points.
Leeks picked up his scoring
in the second half and finished
with 12 points. He le_d the
~unning Knights with 10
see ASC page19

Phillips' 37 points
puts away Stetson
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

Tari Phillips' stay at UCF
was brief. She played just one
season and missed the first four
games at that. But her stay will
.
be memorable.
She punctuated her-career at
UCF by scoring 37 points and
grabbing 16 rebounds to lead
the Lady Knights to a 91-84
victory over Stetson Fridaynight
in the final game at the UCF

..

"'

gymnasium.
Phillips scored more than 30
points for the sixth time this
year. She leads UCF with 24.8
points a game and is No. 2
nationally With 12.3 rebo.unds.
"The Tari Phillips era is
over," UCF Coach Beverly
Knight said. "We're happy to
have -h ad her her, but it's time
to move on."
UCF will move on in more
-see LADY KNIGHTS page19

Huie, the man called on late with game on line
pitching Coach Mike Maack said. "When
This s~ason, Huie has gotten three . the hitter," Maack $aid. "It's surprising
they start fighting they never give up saves in 17 games and has a won-loss how many hitters swing after the fast
until whatever their fighting is dead, record of 3.,.1.
ball is already in the [catcher's] glove."
The UCF Knights' pitching staff has and he's the same way."
"What all this shows is that we'v~ got
Huie has been an integral part.of the
. an ace in the hole, so to speak. His name
Huie crune to UCF last season as a agreat comeback power," Huie said. ''My Knights this season. Huie has'pitched in
is Brian Huie.
transfer student from Western Carolina wins are just flukes right now and I don't six ofUCFs 11 wins.
"In my position, I'm coming in in the University. He put together an expect to get many more. But all those
The one grune Huie was not able to
late innings-usually the grune is on the impressive season as a closer.
wins, they've got to be accredited to the save was a game against UCLA in the
line," Huie said. "I just go in throwing a
Last season, Huie put together a 2.18 hitters coming back in the late innings." Olive Garden Classic. In that game, the
lot of fast balls and tell them [batters] if ERAin 33 innings pitched. He also struck
The key to Huie's success is not Knights had a 6-3 lead going into the
they w:ant to hit a fast ball, here it is."
out 32 batters and walked 12. His record throwing the ball harder than anyone ninth inning. when- UCLA scored four
Huie is the player the team can count was 1-2 with seven saves.
else. Instead, the Knight hurler uses his runs, including a three-run home run.
on to come into the game in the late
"He's not going to come in and get .motion to supplement his pitching.
While Huie's pitching motion causes
innings and shut down the other team's wins very oft.en," Maack said. "He's going
"He's got that awkward motion when confusion the first·time a person faces
hitters.
to get either saves or 1osses, and that's he's getting ready to deliver the ball ...
"He's like one of those pit bulls," UCF just how it is." ·
and I think he hides the ball well from
see HUIE page19

by D. Scott Hoilman
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Rain slows JaCksonville me8t
by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite efforts to salvage·what could
have been a fast first meet ofthe outdoor
track season, heavy rains forced ·the
cancellation o(·Jacksonville's Edward
Waters Invitational Track and Field Meet
on Saturday.
However, some events were contested
with expectedly slow results.
In the sprints, the expected sub-11second 100-meter times were reduced to
. the 11.3- to 11.5-range by headwinds
and cold rain. In the women's 100-meter
dash, UCF's Heather Lee ran 13.8

seconds for fifth place in her heat.
In themen's200-meter, UCFsprinter
Robin Holmes ran througl). several
puddles to finish in 24 seconds, below his
22-second time in his last meet.
In the 5,000-meterrun, UCF distance
men Angelo Bonarrigo and Joe D'Abate
ran 16:38 and 16:42, respectively.
The Wabash College distance terun
put on an impressive performance by
sweepingthetopfourplacesin the 5,000meter race. ·
"Although this is a setback, we will
see ifthe terun can perform at the FAMU
Relays next weekend [Mar. 9]," Coach
Francisco Castro said.

(

Phil Parriea/CtN I HAL FLORIDA t-U TURE

UCF DEFEATS-ECKERD
Ken Jackson won his singles match
during Fridays action.

